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1 DAY CONFLICT RESOLUTION & 

BREAKAWAY CONCEPTS (CR)

INTRODUCTION 
The Health and Safety executive (HSE) for 2015/16 

estimates that 54% of all workplace violence incidents 

were from known individuals (Type 2) and that 46% 

were strangers (Type 3). The TUC estimates that one 

in eight people have experienced violence at work. 

Organisations have a legal duty to protect the health, 

safety and welfare of their employees, under the Health 

and Safety at Work Act 1974. This duty includes all forms 

of work-related violence, which HSE defi nes as:

‘Any incident in which a person is abused, threatened or 

assaulted in circumstances relating to their work.’

Tackling the risk of violence is the same as dealing with 

any other possible cause of harm in the workplace, such 

as slips and trips and lifting heavy loads. ASTA provide 

accredited bespoke training packages to commercial 

organisations, fi nancial institutions, retail and hospitality 
sector, local and central government and other 

agencies that may benefi t from this level of training.

ABOUT THIS COURSE

T: 0800 046 3030    E: info@astatraining.com   W: www.astatraining.com

COURSE AIM
The aim of this course is to provide much-needed 

accredited duty of care under your health and safety 

requirements. By the end of the course the delegates will 

be able to:

“Act more effectively by conducting advanced dynamic 

risk assessment, whilst being able to disengage & 

breakaway from a physical confrontation, with the aim of 

being able to communicate more effectively whilst in a 

position of safety.”

COURSE ACCREDITATION
This course is accredited through our partnership with 

Trisat Ltd and certifi ed by the Royal Society for the 
Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA). For 100 years, RoSPA 

has been changing both legislation and attitudes 

surrounding accidents. You can be assured through this 

accreditation that the course enables the exchanging 

of life-enhancing skills and knowledge to reduce serious 

accidental injuries.
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COURSE CONTENTS
The course will be made up of tutor led discussions, demonstrations and scenario replication (role play) and the 

content is as follows:

� Employer/Employee responsibility under the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974

� Criminal Law Act and Human Rights Act

� Use of force ladder

� Means, opportunity & intent

� Attitude and behaviour cycle

� Aggressive, passive and assertive behaviour

� Warning signs and danger signs of anger

� Proximity awareness

� Awareness and observation

� Threat assessment

� SAFER guide

� Understanding adrenaline – how the mind and body reacts

� S.T.O.P emergency directive – strategically dealing with incident escalation

� Means, Opportunity & Intent (MOI) dynamic risk assessment

� The legal implications of the Criminal Law Act and Human Rights Act

� The use of force ladder and most common attacks

� Active Listening failures that lead to physical engagement

� Dealing with Slaps

� Dealing with Wrist grab

� Dealing with Clothing Grabs

� Dealing with Hair Pulls

� Dealing with Shoulder Grabs

� Dealing with Body Holds*

� Dealing with Neck Grabs/Strangle*
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